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TABLE 1. ADHD AND "OTHER BEHAVIORAL" CHARACTERISTICS AS LISTED IN DSM 
III-R 
 
ADHD- HYPERACTIVE/IMPULSIVE    ITEM NUMBER IN QUESTIONNAIRE  
Interrupts frequently                           2  
Talks Excessively                               4  
Takes high risks                                7  
Impulsive responding                            13  
Difficulty playing quietly                      16  
Problems remaining seated                       20  
Problems taking turns                           23  
Restless fidgeting                              26 
 
ADHD- INATTENTIVE  
Disorganized                                    9  
Problems completing things                      11  
Doesn't seem to listen                   15  
Shifts from one uncompleted activity to another    18  
Easily distracted by extraneous stimuli       21  
Difficulty with sustained attention      25               
 
 OTHER BEHAVIORS BEHAVIORAL TYPE  
Lies           Conduct Disorder       1  
Appears to be easily led                Anxious/Passive        3  
Destructive          Conduct Disorder       5  
Steals               Conduct Disorder       6  
Sullen or sulky      Emotional/Indulgence   8  
Fearful              Anxious/Passive      10  
Submissive     Anxious/Passive       12  
Defiant              Conduct Disorder      14  
No sense of fair play     Conduct/Asocial      17  
Overly sensitive     Emotional/indulgence  19  
Overly anxious to pleaseAnxious/Passive       22  
Shy            Anxious/Passive      24  
Appears to lack leadershipAnxious/Passive  27  
Overly serious or sad     Emotional/Indulgence 28 
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TABLE 2. ACCURACY IN IDENTIFICATION OF ADHD CHARACTERISTICS. 
 
              ADHD Correct         "Other Behavior"   
                Raw Scores           Incorrect Raw      ADHD Adjusted 
                (14 maximum)            Scores ADHD         Scores      
  Mean   S.D.   t      Mean  S.D.  t         Mean   S.D.  t  
SET (n=30) 13.07  1.53 2.27*    5.47  3.38 2.59**   7.60   3.11 1.48 
RET (n=44)a 12.25  1.51           3.61  2.76     8.64    2.85 
 
a One subject's data was excluded from all data analyses as an  outlier 
since the ADHD Raw Score was  approximately 5 S.D. below the mean of 
the population. 
 
*   p < 0.05  
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